This paper revises a framework (called AR-engine) capable of easily defining and operating models of anaphora resolution. The proposed engine envisages the linguistic and semantic entities involved in the cognitive process of anaphora resolution as represented in three layers: the referential expressions layer, the projected layer of referential expression's features and the semantic layer of discourse entities. Within this framework, cases of anaphora resolution usually considered difficult to be tackled are investigated and solutions are proposed. Among them, one finds relations triggered by syntactic constraints, lemma and number disagreement, and bridging anaphora. The investigation uses a contiguous text from the belletrist register. The research is motivated by the view that interpretation of free language in modern applications, especially those related to the semantic web, requires more and more sophisticated tools.
Introduction
Although it is generally accepted that semantic features are essential for anaphora resolution, due to the difficulty and complexity of achieving a correct semantic approach, authors of automatic systems mainly preferred to avoid the extensive use of semantic information (Lappin & Leass, 1994; Mitkov, 1997; Kameyama, 1997) . It is well known that anaphora studies reveal a psychological threshold around the value of 80% precision and recall that seems to resist to any attempt to be surmounted by present systems (Mitkov, 2002) . It is our belief that one of the causes for the current impasse of devising an anaphora resolution (AR) system with a very high degree of confidence should be searched also in the choice for a sub-semantic limitation. Drawn mainly on strict matching criteria, in which morphological and syntactic features are of great value, these systems disregard resolution decisions based on more subtle strategies that would allow lemma and number mismatch, gender variation, split antecedents, bridging anaphora or cataphora resolution. Moreover, types of anaphora different than strict coreference, like type/token, subset/superset, is-element-of/has-as-element, is-part-of/has-as-part, etc. often impose more complex types of decision-making, which could get down to the semantic level as well.
Our study makes use of the AR framework defined by Cristea and Dima (2001) , and Cristea et al. (2002a) (called AR-engine) with the aim of applying it to the treatment of cases of anaphora resolution usually considered to be difficult. The AR-engine approach is settled on a view that sees anaphoric relations as having a semantic nature (Halliday & Hassan, 1976) , as opposed to a textual nature.
This paper discusses the tractability of implementing AR-models capable of tackling cases of anaphora usually considered difficult. The validation of the approach is currently being done on a contiguous free text by informally appreciating the computational feasibility of the proposed solutions within the AR-engine framework.
The research is motivated by the belief that interpretation of free language in modern applications, especially those related to semantic web, justifies more and more sophisticated tools. We think that our investigation is a step forward towards dealing with really hard anaphora resolution problems as those occurring in free texts. The study intends to determine a psychological boundary beyond which is really hard to process anaphora. It is our belief that the usual lack of interest for considering hard cases of anaphora in practical settings is not always motivated by high modelling and computational costs and their notoriety of "untouchables", tacitly accepted, is exaggerated. The real hard life in dealing with AR happens only when world knowledge is to be put on the table. In this paper, we try to prove that until then, there is still a lot to do.
The presentation proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes AR-engine: its basic principles, the constituent parts in the definition of a model within the framework and the basic functionality of the engine put to analyse a free text. Sections 3 to 7 discuss cases of AR, from more simple to more complex. Finally, Section 8 presents preliminary evaluation data and conclusions.
The framework

The AR-engine
1 basic principles In (Cristea & Dima, 2001; Cristea et al., 2002a) a framework having the functionality of a general AR engine and able to accommodate different AR models is proposed. This approach recognizes the intrinsic incrementality of the cognitive process of anaphora interpretation during reading a text or listening a discourse. It sees the linguistic and semantic entities involved in the process of AR as settled on two fundamental layers: a text layer -populated with referential expressions (REs), 2 and a deep semantic layer -where discourse entities (DEs), representations of entities the discourse is about, are placed. Within such a view, two basic types of anaphoric references can be expressed: coreferences, inducing equivalence classes of all REs in a text which participate in a coreference chain, and functional references (Markert et al., 1996) , also called indirect anaphora or associative anaphora (Mitkov, 2002) , which express semantic relations between different discourse entities, including type/token, ispart-of/has-as-part, is-element-of/has-as-element, etc. As sketched in Figure 1 , chains of coreferential REs are represented as corresponding to a unique DE on the semantic layer, whereas functional references are represented as relational links between the DEs of the corresponding REs. Representations involving only REs and DEs are the result of an interpretation process applied to a text. Even if the semantic level is kept hidden, these types of representations are implicitly assumed by the majority of anaphora resolution annotation tasks. Indeed, DEs of the semantic layer could be short-circuited by appropriate tags associated to coreferential REs, where each RE points either to the first RE of the chain or to the most recent antecedent RE. Analogously, in the case of functional references, the annotation tags associated to the surface REs name the nature of the referential function. However, if we are interested to model the interpretation process itself, in a way that simulates the cognitive processes developed in a human mind during text reading, the need for another intermediate layer can immediately be argued for. On this layer, that we will call the projection layer, feature structures (in the following, projected structures -PSs) are filled-in with information fetched from the text layer and all the resolution decisions are to be negotiated between PSs of the projection layer and DEs of the semantic layer. We will say that a PS is projected from an RE and that a DE is proposed (if it appears for the first time in the discourse) or evoked (if it exists already) by a PS (Figure 2 We term referential expression (RE) any noun phrase having a referential function, including the first mention of an entity. The coreference relation (two REs are coreferent if they refer to the same entity ) is, in most of the cases, anaphoric, 3 while not all anaphoric relations are coreferential (e.g. bridging anaphora). Then, according to the usual acceptance (see for instance (Mitkov, 2002) ), if RE b corefers with RE a , with RE b following RE a in text, we say that RE b is the anaphor and RE a the antecedent. In order to stress the semantic nature of anaphora as a referential relation (Halliday & Hassan, 1976) , if anaphors and antecedents remain intrinsically connected to the text, discourse entities belong to the semantic layer and are said to be the referents of REs. The unique DE that is referred to by a set of REs disposed in sequence reveals thus the equivalence class of these REs as a chain of coreferencing expressions. Figure 3 presents a sequence of phases during the functioning of the ARengine in which two referential expressions are found to corefer. First, the referential expression RE a is identified on the text layer. It projects down to the projection layer a feature structure composed of a set of attribute-value pairs -PS a (Figure 3a ). Supposing the model decides in favour of considering RE a as introducing a new discourse entity during interpretation, the feature structure PS a proposes an adequate semantic representation on the semantic layer -DE a , mainly a copy of PS a (Figure 3b ). Because the aim of the projected structure is 3 For the definition of anaphoric relations we adopt a somehow different position than Deemter and Kibble (2000) , for instance. They argue that, following the definition of anaphora: an NP α 1 is said to take an NP α 2 as its anaphoric antecedent if and only if α 1 depends on α 2 for its interpretation (e.g. (Kamp & Reyle, 1993) ), W.J.Clinton and Hillary Rodham's husband, are not anaphoric since Hillary Rodham's husband can be understood as W.J.Clinton by itself, therefore without the help of the former RE. Our meaning for α 1 depends on α 2 for its interpretation is α 1 and α 2 are related in the given setting. In this sense, the two REs above are anaphoric if the intent of the writer is to let the reader establish a link between the two mentions, in this particular case, as the same person. In (Cristea, 2000) , co-referential non-anaphoric references are called pseudo references. These are REs which, although referring to the same entity, can be understood independently without making the text interpretation to suffer if a relation between them is not established ( DEb to help the proposal/identification of a discourse entity, once this task has been fulfilled, the projected structure can be discarded. The result is a bidirectional link that will be kept between RE a and the corresponding DE a . Some moments later, when a referential expression RE b is identified on the text layer, it projects a features structure PS b on the projection layer (Figure 3c ). Finally, if the model takes the decision that PS b evokes DE a , a bidirectional link between RE b and DE a is established and PS b is discarded (Figure 3d) . A similar sequence takes place when other types of anaphoric relations than strict coreference are established. All known approaches use morphological criteria to filter out antecedents. However, there are frequent cases when elimination of possible referential links based on mismatches of morphological features may lead to erroneous conclusions. Barlow (1998) , for instance, presents examples when gender concord between a pronominal anaphor and a common noun antecedent seems to be unobserved (Su Majestad suprema… él, 4 in which the antecedent is a feminine NP and the anaphor -a masculine pronoun; in English his supreme Majesty… he, displays no such problem because English nouns do not have 4 In Spanish: <genderless possessive pronoun> supreme Majesty (feminine noun) … he. b. syntactical features: -full syntactic description of REs as constituents of a syntactic tree (Lappin & Leass, 1994; Hobbs, 1978) ; -marking of the syntactic role for subject position or obliqueness (the subcategorisation function with respect to the verb) of the REs, as in all centering based approaches (Grosz et al., 1995; Brennan et al., 1987) , syntactic domain based approaches (Chomsky, 1981; Reinhart, 1981; Gordon & Hendricks, 1998; Kennedy & Boguraev, 1996) ; -quality of being adjunct, embedded or complement of a preposition (Kennedy & Boguraev, 1996) ; -inclusion or not in an existential construction (Kennedy & Boguraev, 1996) ; -syntactic patterns in which the RE is involved, that can lead to the determination of syntactic parallelism (Kennedy & Boguraev, 1996; Mitkov, 1997) ; -the quality of being in an apposition or a predicative noun position. c. lexico-semantic features:
-lemma; -person; 5 -name (for proper nouns); -natural gender; -the part-of-speech of the head word of the RE. The domain of this feature contains: zero-pronoun (also called zero-anaphora or non-text string), clitic pronoun, full-flagged pronoun, reflexive pronoun, possessive pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, reciprocal pronoun, expletive "it", bare noun (undetermined), indefinite determined noun, definite determined noun, proper noun (name); 6 -the sense of the head word of the RE, as for instance, given by a wordnet; 7 -position of the head of the RE in a conceptual hierarchy (hypo/hypernymy) as in all models using wordnets (Poesio et al., 1997; Cristea et al., 2002a) . 5 Since, among the nominal REs, only pronouns can distinguish the person, for our purposes person is a lexical feature. 6 As mentioned already, this classification takes into account only nominal anaphors, therefore ignoring verbal, adverbial, adjectival, etc. (Mitkov, 2002) . 7 We prefer to use wordnet as a common noun when we refer to any language variant (Vossen, 1998; Tufiş & Cristea, 2002a) of the original American English WordNet (Miller et al., 1993) .
Features as animacy, sex (or natural gender) and concreteness could be considered simplified semantic tags derived from a conceptual hierarchy; -inclusion in a wordnet synonymy class; -semantic roles, out of which selectional restrictions, inferential links, pragmatic limitations, semantic parallelism and object preference can be verified.
d. positional features:
-offset of the first token of the RE (an NP) in the text (Kennedy & Boguraev, 1996) ; -inclusion in an utterance, sentence or clause, considered as a discourse unit (Azzam et al., 1998; Cristea et al., 1998) . This feature allows, for instance, calculation of the proximity between the anaphor and the antecedent in terms of the number of intervening discourse units. e. other features:
-inclusion or not of the RE in a specific lexical field, dominant in the text (this is called "domain concept" in (Mitkov, 1997) ); -frequency of the term in the text (Mitkov, 1997) ; -occurrence of the term in a heading (Mitkov, 1997) .
The second component of a model is a set of knowledge sources intended to fetch values from the text to the attributes of the PS. A knowledge source is a virtual processor able to fill in values for one single attribute on the projection layer. Depending on the application the AR-engine is coupled to, as well as on the format of the input, sometimes more than just one such virtual processor could be served by one NLP processor. Thus, a morpho-syntactic tagger usually serves several knowledge sources as it can provide at least lemma, grammatical number and gender, case, person and part of speech of the head word of the RE (Brill, 1992; Tufiş, 1999 ). An FDG (functional dependency grammar) parser (Järvinen & Tapanainen, 1997) fetches the syntactic role of the RE, while wordnet access functions can bring all the headword senses (or synsets), and their position in a conceptual hierarchy. If word sense disambiguation (WSD) is available as a knowledge source, then the exact word sense of the head-word in the corresponding context can be determined. The membership of an RE to a certain segment can be the contribution of a discourse segmenter or a syntactic parser.
The third component is a set of matching rules and heuristics responsible to decide whether the PS corresponding to an RE introduces a new DE or, if not, which of the existing DEs it evokes. This set includes rules of the following four types:
-certifying rules, which if evaluated to 'true' on a pair (PS, DE), certify without ambiguity the DE as a referent of the PS. For instance, coreference based on proper name identity could be implemented, in most application settings, by a certifying rule; -demolishing rules, which rule out a possible DE as referent candidate of a PS (and, therefore, of its corresponding RE). These rules lead to a filtering phase that eliminates from among the candidates those discourse entities that cannot possibly be referred to by the RE under investigation. The order of application of certifying and demolishing rules is specified in the model through priority declarations; -promoting/demoting rules (applied after the certifying and demolishing rules), which increase/decrease a resolution score associated with a pair (PS, DE). The evaluation of these rules allows the run of a proposing/evoking phase, in which either the best DE candidate of a PS is chosen from the ones remained after the demolishing rules have been applied, or a new entity is introduced. The use of promoting/demoting rules can be assimilated with the preferences paradigm, employed by many classical approaches; -a special section of the third component is dedicated to attribute filling rules, which are activated each time a new DE is proposed. These rules, behaving similar to the certifying ones, are responsible for the setting of anaphoric relations of a functional type. Each such rule receives as parameters: the name of an attribute (a functional relation), and a pair (DE1, DE2), in which DE1 is the current DE and DE2 is a DE previously introduced. If a matching is verified, that attribute of DE1 mentioned as the rule's first parameter, receives as value the identifier of DE2.
Finally, the fourth component is a set of heuristics that configure the domain of referential accessibility, establishing the order in which DEs have to be checked, or certain proximity restrictions. For instance, if we want to narrow the search for an antecedent to a vicinity of five sentences (or discourse units) with the intent to reduce the resolution effort on the basis that the great majority of the anaphors can find an antecedent within this range, e.g. (McEnery et al., 1997) , then the fourth component of the model will record that only those DEs linked with REs belonging to the last five discourse units are considered. Not the least, the domain of referential accessibility can model a linear search back order (Mitkov, 2000) , or a hierarchical search back order on the discourse tree structure. Figures 4 and 5 display an example of a domain of referential accessibility for the linear case, respectively the hierarchical case. Figure 4a shows a case when RE a evokes DE a and RE b evokes DE b . Then the order to search the candidate referents for PS c (projected from RE c ) is DE b first, then DE a . If a match between PS c and DE a is found (Figure 4b ) then, for a subsequent RE d , the order to search the candidate referent matching the correspondent PS d is DE a first, then DE b (Figure 4c ). If, instead, hierarchical order is preferred, considering that RE a , RE b and RE c belong to three adjacent discourse units whose vein structure (Cristea et al., 1998 (Cristea et al., , 2000 is the one depicted in Figure 5 in In certain cases, it could be of help to see the domain of referential accessibility as dynamically scaled on the type of the anaphor. A synthesis done by Mitkov (2002: 24) evidences that demonstrative anaphors find their antecedents more distantly than pronouns, while this distance could be even greater in the case of definite nouns and proper nouns. Rules of this kind could be included in the fourth component of the AR-engine.
The framework is language independent, in the sense that the adjustment to one language or another consists in defining a specific set of attributes, establishing the language specific knowledge sources capable to fill them and devising evoking heuristics/rules specific to each language. The domain of referential accessibility is thought to be stable to language change. Figure 3 depicts the main processing stream of AR-engine. The fundamental assumption is that anaphors should be resolved in a left-to-right order (in leftto-right reading languages) and vice versa in right-to-left reading languages. This way, the linear processing done by humans while reading, from the 8 The vein expression of an elementary discourse unit (edu) u, following Veins Theory, is a sequence of edus, proceeding, including and following u, which account to the minimal coherent sub-discourse focused on u. The gray lines in Figure 5 exemplify a situation in which RE b , the linearly most recent RE from RE c , is shortcircuited by the vein expression of the edu RE c belongs to, which means that RE a is more pregnant in the reader's memory than RE b when RE c is read. beginning of the text to its end is mimicked. At any moment during processing, just one RE is under investigation, which we will call -the current RE. As the current RE is momentarily the last one on the input stream, all resulting activity is performed against DEs already existent and, therefore, all found relations will point towards the beginning of the text. One processing cycle of the engine deals with the resolution of one RE and develops along three compulsory phases and an optional one.
Processing anaphors with AR-engine
The first (mandatory) phase is the projection phase when a PS (called the current PS) is build on the projection layer, using the information centred on the current RE obtained from the text layer with the contribution of the available knowledge sources.
The second (mandatory) phase, proposing/evoking, is responsible for matching the current PS towards one DE, either by proposing a new discourse entity or by deciding on the best candidate from the existent ones. This process involves first running the certifying and demolishing rules (if available), followed by the promoting/demoting rules. In the end, either an existent DE is firmly identified by a certifying rule, or matching scores between the current PS and a class of referent DEs are computed. Based on these scores, three possibilities can be judged:
1. all candidate DEs range under threshold min , a parameter of the engine in the range 0 to 1: the interpretation is that none of the preceding DEs is sufficiently convincing as a referent for the current RE, and therefore a new DE is build. Each time a DE is created, a relation (type-of, is-part-of, etc.) is searched for between the new DE and previous DEs in a certain length window. Responsible for this activity are the attribute-filling rules; 2. the best rated scores are above threshold min , but in the threshold diff range (a parameter usually less than 0.1) more than one candidate is placed: this situation should be interpreted as a lack of enough evidence to firmly consider one referent (the one scored the best) as the selected candidate. Consequently, the decision to choose a referent is postponed in order to allow following resolutions to bring supplementary clues to the resolution of the current RE, and the postponed corresponding PS is left on the projection layer; 3. the best score rated above threshold min and there is no other score under it in the threshold diff range: the interpretation is that the corresponding candidate individualises itself strongly among the rest of DE candidates. It will be confirmed as the referent and any of the preceding REs of the current RE, which correspond to the identified DE, should be considered antecedents of the current RE.
In the third compulsory phase, the completion phase, the data contained in the resolved PS is combined with the data configuring the found referent, if such a DE has been identified or, simply, the PS content is copied onto the newly build DE if none of the already existing DEs has been recognised. The resolved PS is afterwards deleted from the projection layer since any information that it used to capture can now be recuperated from the DE. So, to give an extreme example, if for some reason a model chooses to look for previous syntactic patterns of chained REs, they can be found on the semantic level. Although apparently contradictory to the "semantic" significance of the layer, this behaviour can mimic the short-term memory that records information of value for immediate anaphoric resolution.
Finally, the optional re-evaluation phase is triggered if postponed PSs remained on the projection layer at a former step. The intent is to apply the matching rules again on all of them. Humans usually resolve anaphors at the time of reading, but sometimes decisions should be postponed until the acquisition of complementary information adds enough data to allow a disambiguation process. Cases of postponed resolution will be discussed in Section 7.2. At the end of processing, each RE should record a link towards its corresponding DE and each DE should record a list of links towards its surface REs.
As we shall see in Sections 3 to 6, when referential relations different than strict coreference are to be revealed, DE attributes, which are not directly triggered from the corresponding PSs, appear as necessary. As mentioned at item 2 of the proposing/evoking phase, a section dedicated to actions to be performed for the filling-in of specific attributes following a proposing action is opened in the third component of the framework -the one dedicated to rules and heuristics.
In the following examples, we will mark REs by italic letters (as a car) and their corresponding DEs by a paraphrasing text in bold fonts and within square brackets (as [the car]). The following sections will analyse, within the ARengine framework, a set of AR cases, usually considered difficult to interpret.
The discussion intends to evidence specific difficulties inherent to a large range of anaphoric phenomena, to imagine solutions in terms of an AR model, by indicating knowledge sources and rules/heuristics capable to deal with the identified tasks and to informally appreciate the tractability of these solutions. The discussion remains under the universal panacea for all the failures in AR, world knowledge (WK).
Relations triggered by positional and/or syntactic constraints
Nested referential expressions
(1) the University building (2)
Amenomphis the IV th 's wife (3) the face of the beautiful queen
In constructions of these types, two included (nested) REs are involved. They refer to two distinct DEs, which are linked by a certain relation. In (1) belongs-to relation holds, perhaps a is-part-of relation. In all cases, the possessed object (or the part) corresponds to the outer RE while the possessing entity (or the whole) corresponds to the inner RE on the surface string. The incremental type of processing, including surface string parsing, and the included pattern of the REs allow that processing of the possessing entity (corresponding to the inner RE) be performed before the possessed entity (corresponding to the outer RE). If RE1 is nested on RE2 on the text layer, a knowledge source should fetch the value RE1 to a nesting slot of the PS corresponding to RE2. On DE2 of the semantic layer, this slot will later on be transformed, by an attribute-filling rule, into a belongs-to (or some variation of it) attribute indicating the DE corresponding to RE1. Other constructions where a belongs-to or variations of it are correctly included are: 9 (the center of (the hall opposite the big telescreen)), (emblem of (the Junior Anti-Sex League)), (one of (the middle rows)), (one of (them)), (one of (the novel-writing machines)). In some cases the rule should be applied recursively: (the waist of ((her) overalls)), (the shapeliness of ((her) hips)). However, in expressions like: (the hall opposite (the big telescreen)), (preparation for (the Two Minutes Hate)), (some mechanical job on (one of the novel-writing machines)), (a boldlooking girl, of (about twenty-seven)), (the girl with (dark hair)), the relation between the two constituents are different than belongs-to or its variations. Our refinement of the types of relations to consider did not go so far. Moreover, a demolishing rule should always prevent a coreference relation between the DEs corresponding to the two REs. An apposition usually brings supplementary knowledge on a discourse entity. Also according to other approaches (Mitkov, 2002) , but in disagreement 9 From G. Orwell's "1984". with the annotation convention of MUC-7 which sees the apposition as one RE and the pair of the two elements as another RE, we consider the two elements of the apposition as different REs. In the model that we have built, the type of relation linking the two REs obeys the following heuristic: definite determined NP, genitival appositions and undetermined NP, as in (4), (5) and (6) yield coreferences, whereas indefinite noun appositions as in (7) yield type-of relations between the DE corresponding to the second RE towards the DE corresponding to the first RE. Let RE2 be an apposition of RE1 on the text level. We will suppose a knowledge source capable to apply syntactic criteria in order to fetch a apposition-of=RE1 slot attached to PS2. As PS1 should have matched a DE1 the moment PS2 is being processed, a certifying rule must unify PS2 with DE1, in case RE2 is a definite determined NP, undetermined NP or a genitival construction. As a result, DE1 will accumulate all the attributes of PS2. Examples of cases correctly interpreted following this strategy are: 10 (Emmanuel Goldstein), (the Enemy of the People); (the primal traitor), (the earliest defiler of the Party's purity). If the apposition is an indefinite determined NP, a demolishing rule will rule out as a possible antecedent the argument of the apposition-of attribute in the current PS. As a consequence, the usual proposing/evoking mechanism will work, finalized in finding a target DE. Then, only if the found DE is new, a rule in the attributefilling section of the set of rules/heuristics will exploit the appositionof=RE1 slot attached to PS2 in order to transform it into a type-of=DE1 value. This strategy will correctly interpret an apposition like (a narrow scarlet sash), (emblem of the Junior Anti-Sex League). Unfortunately, the knowledge source responsible to detect appositions can easily go into errors. This is the case when apposition is iterated over more than just two adjacent constituents: (the most bigoted adherents of the Party), (the swallowers of slogans), (the amateur spies) and (nosers-out of unorthodoxy); (a man named O'Brien), (a member of the Inner Party) and (holder of some post so important and remote), where clear criteria to disambiguate from enumerations or from indications of locations (as in (the same row as Winston), (a couple of places away)), the only two types of exceptions found so far matching the patterns of our appositionfinding knowledge source, are difficult to devise.
Apposition
The subject -predicative noun relation (8)
Maria is the best student of the whole class.
John is a high school teacher. (10) Your rival is a photo.
(11) The young lady became a wife.
Supposing RE1 is the subject and RE2 is the predicative noun, a knowledge source of a syntactic nature should be able to fetch a predicative-nounof=RE1 attribute into the PS2 corresponding to the predicative noun RE2. Definite determined predicative nouns as the best student of the whole class in (8) are, in our model, considered coreferential with the subject. The resolution should aim at injecting into the DE [Maria] the information brought by the predicative noun RE2, and temporarily stored on PS2. Suppose the DE [Maria] is something of the kind: [name="Maria", sem=person1, Ngen=fem, num=sg], where person1 is the first sense of the word person according to WordNet. Then, the fact that she is seen now also as a student must not affect any of the attributes name, Ngen (natural gender) or num (grammatical number) but instead add into the description an attribute lemma=student (if only the head of the RE is considered in the representation, or a more sophisticated description if the constituents are also kept: the best of the whole class), and replace the person1 value of the sem attribute with a more specific one: student1.
11 When the predicative noun is an indefinite NP, as in (9), our model interprets it as the semantic type of the subject. The more general concept is replaced with a more specific one both when a concept is predicated as a more specific one (the animal is an elephant) as well as when the reverse predication holds (the elephant is a heavy animal with a trump). Other examples of the same kind are:
12 (one of them) was (a girl); (she) was (a boldlooking girl, of about twenty-seven); (who) were (the most bigoted adherents of the Party); (the other person) was (a man named O'Brien); (O'Brien) was (a large, burly man); (she) might be (an agent of the Thought Police).
13
Conceptual hierarchies like WordNet can help to identify, in examples like (10), that a photo (an object) cannot be a type for [the rival] (hyponym of a person, according to WordNet). On the contrary, to find out that a photo is a substitute for the person faced in the photo necessitates deep WK. To offer a substitute of a solution in cases like that, a generic relation like metaphorictype-of can be adopted.
The solution we adopted for representing discourse entities subject to time changes, different than the one proposed in MUC-7 (Hirschman & Chinchor, 1997) , is described in (Cristea & Dima, 2001 ): we have linked entities as the ones in example (11) with the same-as relation, triggered by the occurrence of the interposed predicate become. 11 The implicit assumption here was that WSD capabilities were used as a knowledge source. 12 From G. Orwell's "1984". 13 The present model does not implement specific criteria to deal with modalities.
In all cases (8) to (11), a complication arises when the resolution of RE1 (the subject) was postponed to the moment RE2 (the predicative noun) is processed.
14 If this happens, either the unification makes PS2 coreferential with the postponed PS1, or the semantic relation is established between the current proposed DE and the postponed PS1. Later on, when the postponed PS is lowered at the semantic level, these relations are maintained.
Lemma disagreement of common nouns
Common NPs displaying identical grammatical number but different lemmas (12) Amenomphis the IV th 's wife … the beautiful queen
The discovering of the coreference relation in this case should mainly be similarity-based. In principle, a queen should be found more similar to a wife then to a pharaoh, supposing Amenomphis is known to be as such. If, instead, this elaborate knowledge is not available, and all that is known about Amenomphis, as contributed by a name-entity recogniser knowledge source, is his quality of being a man, the moment the beautiful queen is processed, a queen should again be found more similar to a wife than to a man. Many approaches to measure similarity in NLP are already known and some use wordnets (e.g. (Resnik, 1999) ). When a sense disambiguation procedure is lacking, then a wordnet-driven similarity that counts the common hypernyms of all senses of the two lemmas could be a useful substitute in some cases. 15 Still, criteria to decide similarity are not elementary and a simple intersection of the wordnet hypernymic paths of the anaphor lemma and the candidate antecedent lemma often does not work. The following is an example of a chain of erroneous coreferences found on the basis of this simplistic criteria: the centre of the hall opposite the big telescreen | his place | some post so important and remote | the back of one's neck | a chair | places away | the end of the room | the protection of his foreign paymasters. 16 Sometimes, a useful criterion for the identification of coreferential common noun REs with different lemmas could be the natural gender (queen and wife are both feminine in natural gender). In other cases, the antecedent could be recuperated by looking at the modifiers of the head nouns. Consider example (13):
(13) the most beautiful women… those beauties A promoting rule should be able to confront the lemma beauty with modifiers of the head women in the DE for [the most beautiful women].
Common NPs with different grammatical number and different lemmas (14) a patrol … the soldiers (15) the government… the ministers
According to WordNet, in two out of three senses, a patrol is a group and, in one sense out of four, government is also a group. This suggests to fill-in a sem=group feature if the group, grouping --(any number of entities (members) considered as a unit) synset is found on a hypernymic path of the lemma of a candidate antecedent of the plural NP (see examples (14) and (15)). However, this criterion could prove to be weak because many words have senses that correspond to groups (a garden, for instance, has a sense that means a group of flowers, and in a text like A patrol stopped by the garden. The soldiers… there is high chance to find the soldiers coreferring to [the garden] rather than to [the patrol]). Different criteria should be combined to maximize the degree of confidence, among which a similarity criteria, for instance based on wordnet glosses (as in forest -the trees and other plants in a large densely woodened area) or on meronymy, (as in flock -a group of sheep or goats -HAS MEMBER: sheep -woolly usu. horned ruminant mammal related to the goat), or even the simple identification of antecedents within a fixed collection of collective nouns, as suggested in (Barbu et al., 2002) . In principle, this case is similar to the preceding one if an attribute of being a group is included in the representation of the DE referent.
Common nouns referring proper nouns (16) Bucharest… the capital
There are no other means to solve this reference than enforcing the labelling of Bucharest, in its corresponding DE, the very moment when it is processed, with, for instance, a city1 value of a sem attribute. If this labelling information is available, fetched by a name-entity recogniser, then the framework processes the reference the same way it does with common nouns with different lemmas. Despite the opinion of other scholars on the matter (see, for instance, (Eschenbach et al., 1998) ) we do not think that, during the interpretation of (17) above, a discourse entity for the group [John, Maria] must have been proposed, as soon as the referential expression Maria is parsed. Or else, we have to face a very uncomfortable indecision regarding what groups to consider and when. The mentioned group is seen as a DE only because at a certain moment, as the text unfolds, an anaphor coreferring to it appears: they. In (18) below, there is no need for such a group representation, as the reader is perhaps not conscious of its existence: Neither vicinity in the location space of the story, nor textual vicinity or framing in a wording pattern are a sufficient constraining criteria for proposing groups on the semantic layer, see examples (19) and (20) The obvious WK-based answer is: because none of the others can go for a pizza! And also because getting married is an occupation for exactly two people! But this is deep WK and, as agreed, we would not want to rely on it.
Number disagreement
Plural pronouns identifying split antecedents
From the discussion above, we know that group formation is triggered by a first reference to it. A group, unless it is verbalised to as such in the text, does not exist until it is referred to. Still, two questions remain: how much we can do in the absence of WK for the group content identification, and what are the criteria to trigger the creation of group DEs, therefore by what means a plural pronoun is considered as referring to a group. The answer to the first question stays again in the use of similarity measures (common association basis in (Eschenbach et al., 1998) ) to identify members of groups in the text preceding the plural pronoun. As for the second question, the framework policy is to propose new DEs when no match between the current PS and the preceding DEs rises above threshold min . This policy is good enough for our purpose as long as no plural DEs, toward which the plural anaphor could match, are in the recent proximity. If an ambiguity arises, then the second framework policy to postpone resolution until sufficient discrimination criteria leaves a unique candidate within a threshold diff range is well suited again. The combination of these two policies in example (21) below, for instance, would maintain the indecision whether they should corefer to [John, Maria] or to [the classes] as long as no WK is available to state that only people can go for a pizza, and this should be a correct behaviour. 
Plural nouns identifying split antecedents
Supplementary to the problems identified above, when the anaphor is a noun, the similarity criteria found to characterize the group should extend to the anaphor as well. Consider the following example: ( 
22) Athos, Porthos and Aramis … the musketeers
The similarity criteria sketched above yields person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul -(a human being) as the WordNet concept characteristic to the discovered group, while the word musketeer means also a person. As such, there is enough evidence to conclude that a DE [the musketeers] should be proposed that points to each of the DEs [Athos], [Porthos] and [Aramis] as members. As already discussed in Section 2.3, the decoration of existing DEs with attributes different than those inherited from the PS it evolves from, in our case the completion of the DE [the musketeers] with an attribute has-as-element=<x,y,z>, with x, y, z being identifiers of the DEs [Athos], [Porthos] and [Aramis] , is an action characteristic to the attribute-filling rules.
Bridging anaphora
Elements-to-set references (23) all the weapons for the underwater hunting… the masque… the rifle… the ribbon paws
In this example, to each of the REs the masque, the rifle, and the ribbon paws must correspond a proper DE. Moreover, in a proper representation, each of them must contain an attribute is-element-of pointing to the DE [the weapons for the underwater hunting]. The rifle against [the weapons…] is the only relation of this kind that can be easily inferred based on a similarity computation. A masque and a paw are not in themselves weapons, although the context helps to acquire this interpretation. Only reasoning on deep WK would allow for such assignments. If, however, this kind of WK is available, assigning the is-element-of links from all component DEs towards the DE [the weapons…] is also an action characteristic to the attribute-filling rules. Suppose now a case in which, between two coreferring anaphors, a set to which the corresponding entity belongs is mentioned, like in John and Mary decided they should go to the party, in this order: Mary first, John after (only John and the group mentioning pronoun are underlined, although the same is also true for Maria). The is-element-of relation between the element DE and the group DE cannot be established because the element DE is build before the group DE.
[John] is build before the group identified by they=[John and Mary]. However, this relation can be inferred as the inverse of an already acquired has-as-element relation, supposed to have been filled between the group DE and the element DE the moment the group was mentioned, and on the basis of a genuine coreference relation established between the second mention of the element and its corresponding DE representation. Interesting debates could arise around this example. Any human person reading this text is aware of the existence of two computers in the mentioned room: one with a big screen, on which a strange screen saver was running, and another one which was off. One question is whether both computers should be represented on the semantic layer or only [the other computer]. Since the mentioning of the other computer doesn't make sense, but if [some (first) computer] exists, this can be taken as an implicit mentioning of the first computer. However there is no RE in the text explicitly referring to this DE, excepting from the big monitor, which is interpreted as part of this computer. But a representation for a [some (first) computer] entity cannot appear the moment the strange screen, a part of it, is mentioned, because otherwise we see no reason why to consider only the is-part-of relation and to neglect others like made-of, spatial relations like laying-upon, etc. There is no end to describe all objects to which a certain mentioned object could consciously interact. For instance, in some reader's mind at least the image of a table on which one or both computers lay is present. A saver solution (at this level of automatic reasoning which is insinuated by our framework) is to consider as candidates for being represented on the semantic layer strictly those objects that are explicitly mentioned in the text. If a more elaborated resolution model is to be attached on top of the work performed by the AR-engine, then those hidden DEs should be put into evidence through an inference mechanism, which is not supported by the current level of processing.
Hidden discourse entities
What the engine would have to do in the case of example (24) is to build a DE corresponding to the RE the big monitor and another DE for the RE the other computer. No relations link these representations. 17 On the contrary, in a sequence like the one in example (25) In this example, an attribute-filling rule must be responsible for filling-in a value of a has-as-part attribute. The difference between examples (24) and (25) is that in (24) the method should prevent from retaining, as the value of the attribute has-as-part of the DE [the other computer], the identifier of the DE [the big monitor], while in (25) it should mainly go for it.
The resolution moment
Resolution in the case of cataphora
A rather controversial anaphoric phenomenon is cataphora, which is said to arise "when the reference is made to an entity that is mentioned subsequently in the text" (Mitkov, 2002) . In our terms, a cataphoric relation is given by a pair of coreferring mentions in which the first one introduces the referent and is information-poorer than the subsequent one. The only cases that merit a special attention are those defined as 'first-mention' cataphora (Mitkov, 2002) or 'backwards anaphora' (Carden, 1982) , like the one in the following text placed at the beginning of O. Wilde's "The Picture of Dorian Gray": The view we have on this topic is that once a linear processing model, from the beginning of the text to its end, is adopted when reading the cataphoric referential expressions, there is no way in which one would look towards the end of the text in order to recuperate a referred entity. Consequently, the moment the pronoun is read/processed, a poorly decorated discourse entity must have been introduced into the state of mind of the reader, and subsequent coreferring expressions evoke this entity, eventually adding new features to it. As remarked on Section 2.3, the linear (incremental) processing hypothesis also implies that the anaphoric relation should always be projected on the text axis towards the beginning of the text. At the moment of reading/processing the pronoun he in the example above, first a PS is projected. Then this is immediately lowered to the semantic layer as a proposed DE. This moment is marked t 0 on Figure 6a , and the corresponding semantic representation could not contain more features than those contributed by genuine morphology (gender and number) and a semantic feature of being a person. As the text unfolds, at a later moment t 1, Lord Henry Wotton is processed and a PS containing morpho-semantic features, as suggested by Figure 6b , is proposed. As this feature structure strongly matches (in gender, number and sem) the previously created DE, the evoking phase will most probably indicate it as the referent. Then, during the completion phase, the name feature will enrich the original DE, introduced by the pronoun (Figure 6c ).
Postponed resolution
The mechanism of postponed resolution that AR-engine incorporates allows solving of otherwise intractable cases. Consider example (24): (27) However, immediately after the predicate noun the best driver is read, two things happen: a) the best driver is found to refer [the driver], a DE already introduced, and b) the predicative noun should corefer to the subject (see Section 3.3). So, from the fact that the predicative noun the best driver is coreferential with the subject this, and the same the best driver is resolved against the DE [the driver], it can be inferred the recognition of this as the same DE [the driver]. This is a postponed resolution and its completion is realised during the re-evaluation phase of the RE following it on the text level, as discussed in Section 2.3. In example (28) by George Orwell. The choice of a text belonging to the belletrist register, instead of the scientific or technical register, was justified by the intend to appreciate how frequently the mentioned cases occur in a free text and also how well are fitted the proposed solutions for the wide variety of types of referential expressions and anaphoric phenomena encountered there.
The text was first POS-tagged, then FDG-tagged and then manually annotated by a group of master students (by using the Palinka annotator (Orăsan, 2002) ), for coreference. The annotation task did not contain a phase dedicated to markables, as they were extracted automatically from the FDG structure (all structures dominated by a head noun, from which clauses were removed). NP heads were also automatically marked. Our markables generally are conformant with the MUC-7 criteria (Hirschman & Chinchor, 1997) , although ours do not include relative clauses, each term of an apposition is taken separately, and we have marked also wh-noun phrases. Some errors that the FDG parser makes and which inflict on the NP annotation were manually corrected. Four approximately equal parts were assigned to teams of two master students in Computational Linguistics. The students had to annotate their assigned parts individually. To simplify the annotation task, the annotators were instructed to mark only coreference relations. Agreement between pairs of annotators are in the range of 60% to 90%. After seeing the mismatches reported by a program, they had to negotiate common decisions. The document obtained after merging the final negotiated versions was considered the gold standard. To perform the evaluation, all cases of belongs-to, type-of, ispart-of, has-as-part, is-element-of, has-as-element and same-as relations were collected manually.
The model implemented at this stage of research was rather a simple one, since our focus was not so much on refining the coreference performance towards attaining or surmounting the 80% psychological limit, as to see whether feasible solutions for the investigated cases of wicked anaphora can be imagined. As such, the incorporated AR model contained only the following attributes: lemma, number, pos, femaleName (YES, if lemma is a female name), maleName (YES, is lemma is a male name), familyName (YES, if lemma is a family name), HeSheItThey (the probability of a noun phrase to be referred to by he, she, it or they pronouns), includes (containing a vector of REs Ids nested in the current RE, possible empty), indefinite (YES if the RE is an indefinite determined NP and NO if the RE is definite determined or undetermined), predicateNameBE (contains the Id of the subject when the current RE is a predicative noun of a form of the predicate to be), predicateNameBECOME (contains the Id of the subject when the current RE is a predicative noun of a form of the predicate to become), apposition (contains the Id of the RE towards whom the current RE is in an apposition relation), SYNOMYMS (the list of the WordNet synonyms of the lemma, no matter the sense), HYPERNYMS (the list of the hypernymic synset Ids in WordNet, no matter the sense), MERONYMS (the list of the has-parts synset Ids in WordNet, no matter the sense), HOLONYMS (idem, for the part-of relations). No syntactic attributes, other than predicative noun and apposition, were retained. The knowledge sources were implemented based on the following processors: a POS-tagger, an FDG parser, a very simple name-entity recognizer, and a WordNet navigator. The model includes 4 certifying rules, 2 demolishing rules, 5 promoting rules and 5 attribute-filling rules. The domain of referential accessibility considered is linear and the anaphors were searched within a distance of 10 sentences for coreference and 3 sentences for functional relations. Table 1 shows the dimension of the experiment.
The total number of relations was computed by adding the number of coreferential relations (number of REs minus number of DEs) with the number of functional relations. The investigated phenomena amounted to 2/3 of the total number of anaphoric relations in the corpus (approx. 67%). The rest are genuine coreference relations.
Nested REs raised no problem, because the simple identification of this surface pattern yields a belongs-to relation or a variation of it. At this stage of research, no effort was devoted to improve different subtypes. By far, the best results (precision and recall between 0.8 and 0.92) are obtained for predicative noun to subject relations, relatively easy to identify and catalogue as either coreference or type-of relations.
Recognition of type-of relations in case of appositions had also a good degree of success (0.8 precision and 0.88 recall). Bad precision was obtained for appositional coreferences, explained by the tendency of our external sources to classify also enumerations as appositions, rather by inappropriate decisions made in the resolution process itself. Still, a good recall of 0.94 was obtained in these cases. The difference in precision is explained by the scarcity of cases were terms of enumerations are expressed as indefinites.
We The only singular group noun to split antecedents example found in the corpus was correctly processed, but an optimistic conclusion here would be premature. Of the examined cases, the most frequent are found to be different lemmas coreferences. Our implemented model is still too weak to handle properly these anaphoric phenomena: a better similarities-valuing model is needed. The results of plural noun and pronoun referring split antecedents as well as the recognition of the is-part-of relations are in approximately the same range of precision and recall (32% -58% Although number neuter, when seen in isolation, this pronoun was found to be in plural, as the subject of the plural verb were. As a result, a new DE was proposed to represent the set of the three elements, and a relation has-as-element linking this DE with each of its members. Further on, there is a subject-predicative noun construction with a definite predicative noun: which were the uniform of the Spies, implying therefore a coreference relation. This will finally yield has-as-element relations between [the uniform] and each of its mentioned elements, instead of has-as-part relations (a short, a shirt and a neckerchief can be parts of a uniform, not elements of it). Perhaps WK is needed to correct this error.
Conclusions
Modern applications, especially those related to the semantic web, compel to apply combined and complex methods in NLP. These application environments require more and more sophisticated tools to be put to work and, where necessary, AR methods should be prepared to tackle also hard problems raised by the interpretation of free text.
The paper investigated cases of difficult AR problems and proposed a set of solutions within the framework of a general incremental AR solver, called ARengine, previously introduced by Cristea and Dima (2001) . The basic principles and architecture of the engine were presented. Our investigation went on cases of AR resolution that were not in focus in previous evaluation attempts (Cristea et al., 2002a (Cristea et al., , 2002b , and where the evaluation was conducted on examples chosen by hand or reported by other authors to be difficult to tackle (Mitkov, 2001; Barbu et al., 2002) . This time, a corpus of continuous text taken from the belletrist register was used. We investigated four categories of anaphoric relations that, we believed, display an ascending degree of difficulty: coreference relations whose resolution could be triggered by positional (syntactic) constrains, coreference relations in which the anaphor and the antecedent are common nouns with disagreement in lemma, noun and pronoun anaphors displaying number disagreement with the antecedents, and bridging anaphora. For the first time, anaphoric references other than genuine coreferences were experimented with AR-engine. Using the framework, we discussed also two less studied situations of recuperation of referential links: the case of cataphoric references and situations when resolution cannot be accomplished synchronously with the reading moment of the anaphor.
The examples discussed in the paper revealed different degrees of difficulties. Consequently, the knowledge sources put on stage were also spread on a very large scale, from cheap, as a POS-tagger, capable to tag words with morphological features, to extremely expensive, like WSD, capable to infer word senses in context (however, our implemented model did not make use of a WSD knowledge source).
Due to the difficulty of organizing a large corpus annotated for such a large diversity of referential links, the dimension of the experiment was limited. The language under investigation was English. However, the framework is not restricted to one language. Language dependent expertise is incorporated in a model, which is a configurable component that should be plugged-into the engine. Also, any application specific behaviour, as for instance the type of references to identify, can be described into the model.
If infrequent cases require costly implementation solutions and costly computations, the effort is not justified. Instead, if a model can be easily updated to take into account also these cases with little difference in computation time, then the effort is worth doing. It is also worth questioning whether there exist an algorithmic optimisation solution, that call for expensive methods only when other cheaper methods proved to be inefficient. To take the coreference task as an example, expensive methods would have to be put to work only when cheap methods would have failed to point firmly an antecedent among more closely rated candidates. This behaviour can be easily added to the functionality of the AR-engine by adequately exploiting thresholds. A disambiguation decision between two candidates is usually taken when their computed scores are different on a certain threshold. Then, one could make this threshold larger if it was computed based on rules using cheap knowledge sources and narrower if it was computed on the basis of rules using expensive knowledge sources.
In this stage of the research, the interest was focused, on one hand, in enhancing the AR engine and, on the other hand, in devising rules and heuristics that integrated into a model, to foreshadow the feasibility of the expected solutions for the specific types of anaphora enumerated. Another goal was to neatly define the benefit that certain knowledge sources can bring for certain types of problems. Knowledge sources, as well as resources, should always constitute a configurable component in an AR task. A designer should be able to add or to remove to/from an AR engine any such knowledge source depending on their availability, the complexity of the task and the running constraints. In such a configurable setting, it should then be clear what behaviour to expect any time a "surgery" of this genre is operated.
Although it is perhaps too soon to draw conclusions related to the feasibility of the approach, we consider our results to be promising. The engine has reached a certain stability vis-à-vis the updates encumbered by the specific type of processing imposed by a large diversity of anaphoric phenomena. The most spectacular part of the research is only now ahead of us when the focus will be on the refinement of the incorporated model.
